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2009 Owner and
Shopper Survey
It is time! The Board and
the staff at People’s have spent
the past month blowing the
dust off of last year’s survey,
reviewing the questions and
the results, and crafting a new
survey for this year. We gain
lots of insight into aspects of
People’s through your input.
Some examples of how
we used your input from last
year:
• We heard from you that
our prices were not always
competitive, so
we have respond“We gain
ed to that by
a lot of
concentrating on
insight
our Owner Spethrough
cials programs,
your
and finding lower
input.”
priced options for
our Values at a Value program.
• We also heard from
your comments that the
number of fruit flies in our
produce department was
frustrating to some of you—
an issue that was frustrating
continued on page 7
436 S. Burdick St.
Kalamazoo, MI 49007
(269) 342-5686
Open 7 Days a Week
9 am – 8 pm

First-ever Patronage Rebates
by Chris Dilley, general manager

M

any consumer cooperatives, People’s and most other
food co-ops included, are organized, ultimately to bring good food at
a reasonable cost to their communities.
We choose how we want to be organized
and the difference we want to make as a
community-owned business, but ultimately ours is a financial relationship. We
invest in our co-op, and use our co-op,
and receive the benefits of that investment—both financial and cultural.
In 2007, the members of People’s

Owner Mary Hamilton and general manager Chris
Dilley give a celery-salute to ownership!
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The Skinny:
What’s
for Lunch?
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Produce
Corner:
100-Mile
Market

voted to become owners, transitioning
from a system of annual fees and daily
discounts, to a more sustainable model
of share investments and less regular discounts. At the time, the Board and staff
made it clear that a longer term financial
benefit of ownership would be patronage
rebates. We didn’t expect to be in a position to return profits to our owners so
soon but, as it turns out, we are able!
We were profitable in 2008, to the
tune of about $25,000. Our structure
now allows us to return a proportional
amount of the profits to you, our owners,
based on the amount that you have used
your co-op. Owners who were invested
in 2008 will by now have received a
letter detailing their specific situation
with regards to patronage. For all of us,
though, it is an important milestone to
celebrate: our co-op is working! Here is
how it works:
In 2008, People’s sales totaled just
over $863,000, with a total taxable profit
of $25,098. 45.5% of our gross sales
($392,700) in 2008 were to owners.
Thus, 45.5% of the profit, or $11,420,
can be returned to the owners based
on how much we spent at the Co-op in
2008. In order to retain as much cash
as possible for our expansion project,
continued on back page
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From the
Board:
Different
is Good

have always packed
lunches for my kids to
take to school. For 7 years
now, 180 days each year, I
have been packing school
lunches while working fulltime. As you can imagine, if
you don’t keep experimenting, things can get a little
dull after awhile… for all of
us. Lucky for my kids, there
are few things that make
me happier than seeing the
people I love eating nourishing, healthy foods and loving
them. I can’t be with my kids
at school all day long, but
there is some peace of mind
in knowing that I am still taking care of them like I would
at home: with love-infused,
nutritious foods. Get inspired
and creative and say “goodbye” to lame lunches!
Greek-Style Salad: Believe
it or not, one of their favorites!
• Start with a base of mixed
greens, romaine, or a mixture of whatever is laying
around.
• Toss with a little olive oil
and lightly with balsamic
vinegar.
• Add any or all:
*Chopped tomato
*Thinly sliced red onion
*Crumbled feta from Mattawan Artisan Creamery
*A few heaping spoonfuls of
cooked or canned (what I
use) garbanzo beans from
Westbrae or Eden (kids
think these are fun, we
think they are filled with
protein.)
*A few whole kalamata olives
from our bulk section
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by Heather Colburn, grocery mgr.

(these olives can turn even
the biggest kalamata disdain
into an “o-love-ya.”)
• Serve with a sprinkling of
fresh or dried garden herbs
like thyme, oregano or
marjoram.
• Don’t forget to warm some
Sami’s lavash in a dry skillet, brush with olive oil,
sprinkle with garlic and cut
into wedges like pie. Goes
on the side!
Nori Rolls: Usually, we
make nori rolls for dinner the
night before and just double
the rice.
• Make either white sushi
rice or short grain brown
rice from the bulk section,
adding dash of Bragg’s apple
cider vinegar, a touch of
Jack and Jill’s maple syrup
and a tiny pinch of salt after
cooking.
• Spread the rice on Eden
or Emerald Cove nori
sheets and fill with veggie
strips (carrots, cucumber,
and sprouts are great). We
like to add to the veggies
things like cream cheese,
avocado, Rosewood tofu
cut into strips, scrambled
Old Home Place eggs, any
vegetable ferments or kraut
in the fridge, garlic scapes,
greens, a sprinkling of dulse
flakes (one of my favorite
ways to get all the minerals
of sea vegetables), hemp
(omega-3) and/or sesame
seeds.
• After dinner we just make
another roll for each person. Slice it, and put it right
into their lunch container
with a side of bulk San-J
tamari. Lunches are done!
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Beans and Chips: Supereasy and, oddly enough,
never seems to get old!
• Stir together 1 can of Amy’s
refried beans and 1 can of
Eden or Westbrae pinto or
black beans, drained. If you
have time or feel inspired,
try heating beans in a pan
with peppers, onions, tomatoes and cumin powder
or shredded carrots and
chopped kale.
• Shred any of our excellent
local cheeses on top (Country Dairy makes an affordable mild cheddar).
• Serve with Bearitos unsalted yellow corn chips or try
one of Kettle brand’s corn
chips and some fresh salsa
or small salad on the side.
The Trusty Old StandBy: Reviving sandwiches
from the dead. Whether you
like Sami’s bread, Ezekiel,
Rudi’s, Sarkozy, Victorian
Bakery, Zingerman’s or no
bread at all, there are plenty
of ways to not make the same
old sandwich.
• Use plenty of fresh veggies,
cut ‘em crazy or in thin
slices.
• Add herbs to fresh goat
chevre (Mattawan Creamy)
or Vegenaise.
• Use nut butters and fresh
fruit.
• Grill any sandwich.
• Make it a wrap with tortillas, Sami’s lavash, Eyasmeen pitas, or collard/kale
leaves.
• Use Co-op hummus instead
of your usual condiments.
continued on next page
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The Skinny exciting, inspired, healthy lunches!

P ro d u c e Cor n e r

The 100-Mile Market
by Rosie Florian, produce manager

W

hat do our customers
have to say about the 100-Mile
Market?

“It’s really a treat, right in the
middle of the week.”
“The more the merrier: that is,
the more places to celebrate
our local food, farmers, and
community, the better!”
“I can swing by right after work
and I don’t have to make a special trip on the weekend.”
“Easy access, small enough to not
feel overwhelmed, but diverse
enough to cover all of my favorites.”
This year is quite monumental, as
it’s the very first year of the 100-Mile
Market. With ten vendors rounding
out one half of the parking lot next to
our store, we’ve got a huge diversity in
products.

The market has about
seven different
vegetable growers, each one
with a diverse
and remarkable variety
including wild
edibles, certiThe 100-Mile Market gives
Rosie Florian, produce mgr., fied organic
another reason to smile.
vegetables, fruit
straight from the orchard trees, berries
they had to hunt for, and more.
The 100-Mile Market is blessed
to also host other food producers like
pasture-farmed beef and pork products, fresh baked bread and baked
goods, and fresh goat cheeses. Our
producers are finding this market to be
the perfect addition to their summer,
too. One farmer says they have customers searching them out at the other

markets in town after trying produce
at ours:
“I sell more of my products at
the 100-Mile Market than I do
at any of the other markets…”
One of the best parts of the
100-Mile Market is that there is a
grocery store adjacent to the market,
making it easy for customers to come
into the PFC and get the odds and ends
they need for their meals. Whether
it’s spaghetti noodles, a gallon of milk,
tortillas, olive oil, or cumin, we’ve
got the details to make your meal
complete. The best part of the market
is in the name, “100-Mile Market”;
what does the name imply, you ask?
Everything sold at this market is grown
or produced within 100 miles from
Kalamazoo, giving you yet another
opportunity to support your neighbors
and invest in your local economy.

photo by Tomasina Covell

“I would say that my favorite
thing is the great mixture of
people it attracts. People come
from all over downtown and
the neighborhoods. It’s lovely!
What the vendors offer is so
diverse: for a smaller market, it
packs a wallop!”

The Skinny continued from page 2
• Put it on a bagel, an Ezekiel
English muffin, or an extra
burger bun instead.
*Make some falafel patties
from Jerusalem Foods bulk
falafel mix and serve with
Sami’s lavash or Eyasmeen
pitas, sliced tomato, lettuce
or sprouts, Co-op hummus, Bubbie’s pickles, plain
yogurt or tahini sauce for

a totally different spin on
sandwiches.
*Or, the always special “Egglish
Muffin” sandwich. Made by
cooking eggs omelet-style
(basically a big-flat-egg-patty)
in a skillet. Cut into desired
size and put on a toasted
English muffin or Sami’s or
Ezekiel burger bun with Vegenaise and Annie’s mustard.

For cool waste-free
lunch boxes, check out the
lunch tins we have here or
search the web. I like www.
laptoplunches.com. These
are a great way to display and
separate the foods.
I always try to include
plenty of fresh fruit or veggies with lunch. Get creative

and if you don’t have all
the right ingredients, make
something up! Use something you already have! Let
your kids help chop veggies
and assemble the meal: lunch
tastes so much better when
you helped create it! Got
any great lunchbox ideas?
Send ‘em to me at buyer@
peoplesfoodco-op.org.
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Caring for Each Other’s Health the Cooperative Way
by Lee Hauser, lead cashier and Coop Scoop editor

I

n attempts to learn more about
country is in search of is
healthcare cooperatives I have
a sustainable solution for
finally ventured into the rather
health care, right?]
uninviting yet central (and hot!) dis[For more details of
cussion of health care in America.
The Cooperative PrinFrom the Obama administration,
ciples, see page two of
to the Senate, to the mass media,
People’s Owner Handto healthcare professionals, to your
book].
not-so-average citizen, there exists
Edmund Haisimaier, Lee Hauser
hesitant curiosity, hope, doubt, and an
Senior Research Fellow for
obvious desire to learn about co-ops:
Health Policy Studies at The Heritage
What are co-ops (again)? What are
Foundation, has recently published
the benefits of membership/ownerseveral articles (June 2009—accesship? How can they compete with the
sible online at www.heritage.org/
dominant (for profit) business model?
Research/HealthCare/bg2290.cfm)
Interestingly, these are questions that
about health insurance cooperatives.
we get rather frequently at People’s—
Other than listening to some NPR
and we love trying to answer them, as
coverage of the topic, his essays/
there is a bounty of exciting informaresearch answered questions I never
tion and a rich history
knew I had about health
about the unique and
care and insurance
What could
solid structure of our
cooperatives. So I’ll
happen once
cooperative. But perhaps
let him tell you what
an easier way toward a
a healthcare co-op
Congress
better understanding of
structure would look
made access
cooperatives, specifically
like: “When it comes to
to consumerthe ones with healthcare
health care” he writes,
owned health
as their mission, should
“a group that ‘organizco-ops possible?
start with the some of
es’ coverage provided
the fundamentals of a
by insurers could be
consumer-owned cooperative:
structured as a co-op, and a company
• Cooperatives are open to all who are
that provides insurance could also be
interested. [Sounds simple. But, in
structured as a co-op. Both could be
truth, it is very sophisticated.]
present in the same market”. Why no
• Each member-owner has one vote
consumer-owned health co-ops today
regardless of their volume of busi(whose policyholders have ownership
ness with the cooperative; any
rights), one might ask? Well, health
member-owner can run to be on the
insurers are organized as either one or
Board of Directors; hence, cooperathe other: stockholder-owned compatives are self-governing
nies or nonprofits “operated (at least in
• Cooperatives work for the sustainpart and at least in theory) for chariable development of their communitable purposes beyond simply selling
ties through policies approved by
health insurance,” Haisimaier answers;
their member-owners. [What our
the reason for this is that Congress
would have to amend tax law to “make
it possible for an institution to com-
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bine tax-exempt (nonprofit)
status with mutual insurance
status, something health plans
cannot do today…;” and, in
order to do this, “Congress
would simply grant nonprofit
status to mutual insurance
companies, justified by the
‘member benefit’ they provide,” as it has already done
for credit unions! Whew! If you can
wrap your head around that conundrum, bravo, you-empowered-citizenyou!
So, what could happen once Congress made access to consumer-owned
health co-ops possible (without including special subsidies, financial guarantees, or regulations that would limit
true member ownership)? Haisimaier
strongly believes that “non-profit
memberships and other organizations
might link with a health co-op to
make coverage available” and further,
that philanthropic healthcare foundations could provide start-up funding
that new cooperative health insurers
would need, if Congress amends the
nonprofit tax law to allow those foundations to make grants to memberowned health co-ops. They are currently prohibited to do so based on law
that requires they not distribute funds
for the benefit of private shareholders/
individuals. In addition, existing nonprofit health insurers could switch to
member-owned mutual insurers and
remain tax-exempt. Once again, there
are many ifs involved, and the puzzling
rhetoric (i.e. tax policy), if repeated
enough times, begins making sense: it
is empowering to know how the issue
is/would be discussed at the level of
legislation.
Inspiration comes not only from
the influential research and academic
writing done on cooperatives, but
perhaps, and even more so, (depend-

Two Sisters

(Fair Food Matters and People’s Food Co-op)
ing on your personality type) from
the already established cooperatives
themselves: the real (financial)
benefits they continue to offer,
the fabulous work they do with
other co-ops, small businesses, and
organizations, their motivation to
educate (and in this case, focus on
prevention of illness), and maybe
most of all: their ability to increase
choice for community members.
There is beautiful fermentation
occurring under the moldy surface
of an outwardly grievous economy:
cooperatives are alive, being born,
and being conceived of in all sectors of social life. They/we are
working hard together and with
other organizations to increase the
amount of choice one has in one’s
daily life—and right now, there
is not much choice in the realm of
health care and the reasons why are
rather laborious. If you can imagine
increase in consumer control, the
concept of expanding consumer
choice regarding the (health)
services one seeks, self-employed
people and smaller or not so small
businesses all being put on a level
playing field, community-owned
health centers, as well as many
of the other alternative options
involved in structuring health
care cooperatively, then keep on
imagining and sharing your ideas
with your community (and Senator, if you feel called to do so)! If
not, there are detailed cooperative
healthcare plans, cooperative solutions for the current state of our
health care, cooperative models to
build from, and books written on
the topic: they are there to inspire,
educate, and insist on change the
cooperative way.

by Nora Chaus, board member, People’s Food Co-op and Fair Food Matters

I

n 2000, the PFC Board of Directors
decided there was a need to educate
the Kalamazoo community with
programs like the People’s Food Co-op
Lecture Series and the Co-op Garden.
With the help of then-manager Sue St.
Onge, the PFC board realized that we
could not financially support these programs, given our store’s limited budget.
So the Board sparked what is now the
stand-alone nonprofit Fair Food Matters. Their programs and partnerships
take the mission of the PFC to a whole
new level.

Today, even though People’s Food
Co-op and Fair Food Matters are
separate organizations, they are still
“sisters.” I have the privilege of sitting
on the boards of both organizations and
am always amazed at how well these
two “sisters” fit together. I am always
impressed with what the Co-op is able
to accomplish in its tiny storefront, but
Fair Food Matters is also able to accomplish a huge amount of local-food work
with a very small staff and budget, and
lots of volunteer manpower. All of their
programs either use the Co-op’s products or promote the co-op’s values. In
case you don’t know what they do, here
is a brief summary:
FFM runs a community kitchen
business incubator, the Can-Do Kitchen,
which is a licensed facility that serves
new and existing food businesses, localproduce processing, and job training.
The Can-Do Kitchen is a potential
source for all sorts of local foods to

stock our Co-op shelves. This kitchen,
now housed in the First Baptist Church
downtown, gives local food producers a
place to process local foods and prepare
them for market.
Fair Food Matters also runs the
Growing Matters Garden. Do you
remember when the co-op ran its own
garden on the north side of town? The
Growing Matters Garden grew out of
that Co-op Garden and now, in addition
to growing food to be sold at the Co-op
and the farmer’s market, this multigarden project also provides educational
opportunities for local youth and adults.
Another Fair Food Matters program, Future Chefs, teaches youth how
to use the produce and other healthy
products sold at the Co-op. Eat Local
Kalamazoo promotes eating local in a series of presentations and events throughout the growing season. Farms to K
College unites students and community
partners to
bring more
local food into
the cafeteria
at Kalamazoo College.
Southwest
Michigan
Community
Harvest Fest
celebrates local food, farming, and
sustainable living—with great speakers,
music, and more—on the grounds of
Tillers International each fall. The Fair
Food Film Festival brings to Kalamazoo
important food films that explore where
our food comes from and why it matters.
Fair Food Matters and People’s
Food Co-op are natural partners, each
working to increase the consumption
of local foods in Southwest Michigan.
To learn more about Fair Food Matters, visit their website at http://fairfoodmatters.org.
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Board Happenings

What Makes Us Different by Chris Moore, board member

W

hat makes the People’s
Food Co-op different? Sure,
there are great deals on healthy,
local food, environmentally responsible
business practices, and a great community. But is that the only difference?
Actually, while these things help
make PFC a great place to shop, they
are simply the most visible results of a
fundamentally unique structure – a different business philosophy. The most basic element of all cooperative organizations is member control and ownership.
In traditional business, a single person
or group of people (usually shareholders or investors) make management decisions. The more money an individual
has invested in the business, the more
control they have over decisions. The
one goal is to increase profits, which
are returned only to the small group of
owners. The more money the business
makes, the more the investors make.
Sounds pretty familiar, right?
A cooperative business is different.
It provides open eligibility to become
a member of the co-op. If you decide
to become an owner, you have equal
decision-making power, and you have
the right to share any surplus that
comes from the cooperative’s success.
People’s Food Co-op uses a set of
ideals called “The Cooperative Principles” to help guide it in making wise

decisions that benefit all of its diverse
owners. Instead of looking toward profit as its ultimate goal, PFC follows these
seven principles to take community, the
environment, and financial success all
into account. Here I’ll address just one
of the principles that helps strengthen
and expand the cooperative business
model in our community.
Cooperation among
Cooperatives
PFC has a unique role in the
marketplace. Since we compete with
traditional businesses for shoppers, we
certainly must adhere to certain competitive strategies: affordable pricing,
visibility, effective marketing, and so on.
However, we have a type of advantage
that many traditional businesses don’t
often use, and that is the belief that cooperation, rather than competition, can
actually help us instead of hurt us. By
using our resources and talents, we can
help other cooperatives thrive in a spirit
of support, strengthening other co-ops
and enriching their members and owners. Other co-ops can then, in return,
help strengthen PFC. It’s a strategy of
mutual aid that benefits everyone!
How can we help support other coops? It’s one thing to talk about the cooperative movement, but entirely another
to decide what we can do in our daily

Breakfast Quinoa
by Julianne Russell, deli manager

Ingredients:
• 2 C quinoa
• 2 C vanilla hemp milk
• 2 C water
• ½ C walnuts, finely chopped
• ½ C currants
• ½ C unsulphered coconut flakes
• 1 tsp. vanilla
• ½ tsp. cinnamon
• agave nectar to taste
6

Preparation:
Rinse quinoa under cold water and drain
well.Then combine quinoa, water, and
hemp milk in a large saucepan and bring
to a simmer. Stir in vanilla, cinnamon and
coconut. Continue to cook (covered)
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lives to help it grow. Other than stopping
in at the local food co-op when you’re out
of town, what difference can we make?
Fortunately, Kalamazoo is building
a thriving cooperative sector. While not
nearly a comprehensive listing, here are
some cooperative organizations which
are doing great work in our community.
Financial Services: Credit unions are
member-owned financial institutions that
serve those who live, work, worship, or
go to school in a specific area.
Housing Cooperatives: Cooperative housing provides solutions to many
housing needs—eliminating the need to
rent from absentee landlords and allowing low- and middle-income families to
remain in gentrified areas that are increasingly difficult to afford.
Agriculture: Agricultural cooperatives
often provide a place for smaller growers
to collaborate and have access to resources, tools, and markets that they may not
have reached acting alone.
Pre-School/Day Care: Cooperative
schooling involves parents in all aspects
of children’s education, relying on their
volunteering and leadership to guide the
school’s progress and operation.
For more details, visit www.peoplesfoodco-op.org/pdf/coopdifference.doc.

over a medium-low heat until the quinoa
grains are translucent and the germ has
spiraled out from each grain (10–15
minutes). Remove from heat, add remaining ingredients, and allow to sit for
5–10 minutes. Serve warm and stir in
agave nectar for added sweetness.
This recipe makes 6–8 servings,
and is great for leftovers. I usually
make a big pot at the beginning of the
week and warm a little up for breakfast every morning. Enjoy!

Manager’s Report

Relocalization by Chris Dilley, general manager

T

hanks to the global conversalocal’s making, supporting the bactetion about peak oil, there has been
rial and fungal life that lives around
much discussion of re-localizing:
the roots of our garden plants making
from the economy to the food system,
them stronger. The last thing we want
to allow for continued human success in
to do is introduce poisons in the form
a post-fossil fuel world.
of weed killers that will
The thing that inspires
kill off this wonderful
Re-localization:
me about this movement,
life-supporting life. But,
the act of localizing
a movement that we are
we can go one step fur(in any sense) again,
engaged in every day at
ther and really support
especially after
People’s, is the benefit
this life that supports us.
delocalization has
that it brings to the nonLucy and I have a
occurred.
human world.
small garden in our front
(from Wiktionary.com)
We are, of course,
yard. We have little luck
a grocery store for the
with most vegetable
humans among us. And we work with
plants as there is not enough sun, but
local farmers, more humans. And we
we do have some success with herbs
support our local economy, a system
and strawberries. We save our leaves
of exchange among local humans.
every fall, raking them into a pile in the
However, there are communities of all
back yard that gradually breaks down
shapes, sizes, and designs—from comand provides great compost. Additionmunities of plants and flying insects,
ally, we compost all of our kitchen
to communities of animals and soil
scraps and combine them with straw,
organisms—all of which stand to benturning the pile every once and again.
efit from our thinking more locally.
This, too, gives rich, nutritionally and
Currently in the local-food movemicrobially packed compost, ready for
ment, there is a push to garden. This
the garden bed in the fall as we prepare
push seems motivated by a desire for
it for winter’s sleep.
cost-effective and delicious solutions
Another great thing that Lucy has
to our food needs in an economically
taught me about is native plants. This
troubled time. As good a reason as
piece supports the insect life that supany, I say! But let’s think for a moment
ports our and our neighbors’ gardens.
about the implications of gardening.
Our garden beds are mostly full of
When we garden, we tear out one set
flowering native plants such as spiderof plant life, and install another. What
wort—a thigh-high obtuse plant that
does this do to the web of life that
explodes in the early mornings of early
surrounds that plant life? In particular,
spring with soothing yellow-centered
how is the soil health affected? And
indigo flowers. We also have meadow
the insect population that we depend
rue, hot-pink swamp milkweed, pale
on for pollination of our lovely eggpurple bee balm, black-eyed susans,
plants and tomatoes?
purple coneflower, and, in abundance
For the most part, we are likely
at the moment, brown-eyed susans—a
tearing out non-native and invasive
cousin to the similarly named susan,
plants such as Kentucky bluegrass,
but with stout purplish stems providing
English plantain, and so on to replace
a strong armature for its powdery green
them with non-natives that need our
leaves and one-inch golden flowers.
support to live. Hopefully, as gardenThese flowers are attracting our flying
ers, we are supporting the soil with
insect friends—bees and bumble bees
compost of our own or some other
especially—that are finding their way

into the gardens all around us as well. I
see these insects and I think: we must
be doing something right. Life is a web
and we must support it at every corner,
if it is going to continue to support us.
When I take a moment to sit back
and really think about what it is that
inspires me about the work of relocalizing the food system and the local
economy—the work that I am so
passionately engaged in—I realize that
fundamental to that is a desire that
we make this world a better, healthier
place not just for the little humans that
will have to live their long lives here,
but for every insect, every bacterium,
every chipmunk, and every moss and
lichen. We are hardly alone here,
indeed we are astronomically outnumbered, and every little step we take
away from the destructive industrial
practices we have come to rely on is a
little more time we buy and a stronger
foothold for the natural systems of
which we are ultimately a part.

Survey continued from page 1
to us as well, to be sure—and Rosie
and Abbie have gone to great lengths
this year to combat those little flying
fellows, with great success.
• Lastly, your input on what you’d
like to see in an expanded store, and
your concerns with expansion have
been invaluable in the exploration of
potential sites and store designs.
So, come one, come all to www.
peoplesfoodco-op.org and click
through to this year’s Owner and
Shopper Survey and complete it by
October 31. If you would rather fill
out a paper survey, please come into
the store and one of our friendly staffers will be happy to hook you up. We
thank you for your participation in
the betterment of Kalamazoo’s coolest
grocery store!
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Growing Owners

Rebates continued from page 1

by Ethan Alexander, board member

A

s many of you are aware, we
are in the midst of growing a
bigger, better, stronger, and more
vital store in Kalamazoo. The board of
directors is looking for a new and bigger
space for our store. In order to make
that happen, we need people to invest
in the co-op. We have just
started a campaign called
“Grow an Owner!” And
now is your chance to help.
If you are already an owner,
your task is to talk to at
least one other person in
the community and tell
them what you love about
the People’s Food Co-op.
Ask them to
become an owner
too! Don’t know what
to say? Come down to the
store and ask at the counter for talking points. We will give you a few

Looking for
Living Space?

Vegetarian
Home
$250/Month

suggestions for talking to your friends
about the benefits of the PFC. Plus,
the Grow an Owner campaign will
have a table at the 100-Mile Market on
Wednesdays from 3:00 – 7:00 p.m. in
the lot outside of the store. Then, on
September 30, we will have a
closing event where we will
have live entertainment,
food samples, and family
activities. This is the time
when you can invite all
of those people whom
you’ve told about the
People’s Food Co-op to
come down and share
this experience. We
would like to get 250
new owners by September 30. Can you help us get
there? All it takes is people like you
to plant the seed and help us Grow an
Owner!

We are a quiet 3-bedroom
household. This beautiful house is
surrounded by gardens and nature.
Near campus and downtown.
Smoke, alcohol, drug free home.
No pets. $250 plus utilities.
Phone (808) 933-9696 or
(269) 345-6990

the Board has chosen to return 20%
of this $11,420 in cash, and retain the
rest as special equity assigned to each
owner. So, owners that purchased
from People’s in 2008 will share that
$11,420, and $2,284 of that will be
returned in cash.
By the end of 2008, we had 498
owners shopping at People’s. So, each
owner will get an AVERAGE of $4.67
back in cash and $18.35 in allocated
equity. However, this is returned proportionally. So, the more you shopped
the more you will get back. Here is an
example:
• John spent $500 at People’s in 2008,
or .12% of the total that all members
spent during the year. So, John’s
family will receive .12% of the
owners’ share of the profits. In this
case that will be $2.72 in cash, and
$10.89 in special equity.
• Marissa, on the other hand, spent
$5,000 at People’s last year, or ten
times that of John. So, Marissa’s
family will receive $27.20 in cash,
and $108.90 in special equity.
In reality some owners spent as
much as $7,000 at People’s last year,
while some spent nothing, supporting the cause and our values through
ownership, but not purchasing. The
financial benefits will come to those
that use the Co-op, while the social
benefits are here for us all. I am proud
to see our co-op in a position to give
back to our owners in this way.

